
friendlier, smarter home automation

TM

Make your home smarter with



Pert is the new revolutionary innovation of the smart world, 

providing intelligent technology for all your home automation 

needs. 

While other home automation solutions are expensive and 

unsuitable for the Indian market, Pert has ensured that its 

products are affordable and especially designed keeping in 

mind the needs of the Indian consumer. For this, extensive 

research has been carried out over the years, to rightly identify 

the needs of the market, by our creative and highly dedicated 

R&D team, to finally bring to you integrated home automation 

solutions, which are user friendly and easy on the pocket.

Our team has made sure that while our products are 

inexpensive, there has been no compromise on its 

quality and performance.  

Hi, I’m Pert!
I’d love to come home with you!

Pert automation systems are designed to seamlessly 

adapt to your living and working environment, allowing 

you to monitor and manage the same from the comfort 

of your phone, in a comfortable and convenient fashion. 

Pert’s wide range of smart products like plugs, sensors, 

and switches allows you to automate your home/office, 

effortlessly and efficiently.   

Convenient

Affordable

Easy 
Installation

Retrofit



Smart Switches - 8 Node & 4 Node
Smart switch is a Wi-Fi enabled smart 

device, which can easily be installed into 

your existing 4-8 module switchboard 

without any re-wiring. Each Switch can 

also be configured to be used as a 

dimmer, so you can set up the perfect 

ambiance in your home and save energy 

at the same time. Pert devices are easy 

to remove as they are to install. 

Fits inside your existing 
switchboard.

Worry less and smile more with 
savings on your energy bills.

Say yes to a smoother life by setting 
schedules for any device.

Control through your smart phone from
another room or country.

Features



Smart Plug
Smart Plug is Wi-fi enabled 16Amps plug 

which directly connects with your smart-

phone, eliminating the need of a control-

ler or hub. Control your appliances like 

air-conditioner / geyser from your smart-

phone. It is easy to setup and easy to 

use.  Locally, or from the other side of 

the world through internet.

Turn appliances on and off from the office,
coffee shop, or a far-away island.

Cut costs by learning how much energy
your appliances is consuming.

Schedule your geysers and Air-conditioners.

No monthly charges to function regularly
in your smart home.

Features



Multi Sensor
Pert Multi Sensor is equipped with IR 

Transmitter, IR Receiver, Temperature 

Sensor, Luminosity Sensor and Gas 

Sensor. With Pert Multi Sensor you can 

control your existing appliance like TV, 

Airconditioner, Music System. With the 

help of on-board sensors & rules your 

Pert Multi Sensor helps you dynamically 

control your appliances.

Temperature Sensor,
Luminosity Sensor & Gas Sensor.

Smart Universal Remote Control

Built with Infrared Transmitting
Material

Stay safe and protected by receiving
immediate notifications 

Features



Install Pert App on your smart phone and 

start using your pert system instantly. 

App Interface is simple, easy to use and 

flexible. You can customise the app inter-

face as per your needs. The App helps 

you to control, monitor and write rules to 

automate your home

“If This, Then That” is a free web-based

service that lets you do amazing things

with your Pert. Visit IFTTT.com to find

“recipes” for making  Pert Switches

on and off based on real-world events,

send you push notifications about device

activity, and much more.

Pert Products works seamlessly with

Amazon Alexa and Google Home to give

you hands-free voice control over your 

devices. Pair Pert Smart switches with 

Amazon Alexa or Google Home to turn 

your lights,your appliances, or an entire 

room on or off with just the power of 

your voice.

Interface
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www.pert.me
1800 274 2040
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